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Investigators have been studying an aggregate

containing enzymes of deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate

biosynthesis in T4-phage infected bacteria. They suggest

that it behaves as an organized complex, efficiently

channeling DNA precursors to the replication apparatus.

Previous work has suggested that about 10 enzyme

activities remain associated through several fractionation

steps. This multi-enzyme aggregate has been reported to

sediment through sucrose gradients at 15-20 S. Also,

individual activities are kinetically coupled in crude

preparations of this aggregate, such that in vitro it can

initiate catalysis of multistep pathways with virtually no

lag and with low accumulation of intermediates.

However, work presented here shows that aggregation

of thymidylate synthase, the key enzyme of all kinetic

coupling studies, is not observed when either of its two



enzyme cofactors is present. Evidence suggests that the

enzyme binds to ribosomal subunits due to an affinity for

single-stranded nucleic acids under conditions of low

ionic strength. This unexpected affinity, present even in

the absence of other T4 proteins, can be explained as a

consequence of the enzyme being part of the morphological

structure of the virus particle.

Nucleoside diphosphate kinase and adenylate kinase,

two host enzymes of the proposed complex, are shown to

sediment with the exact same pattern in uninfected or

infected cells. Thus, aggregation of these

dNTP-synthesizing enzymes is not influenced qualitatively

or quantitatively by the increased number of DNA

replication forks present in an infected cell. Contrary to

previous reports, sedimentation values in sucrose

gradients are 30-50 S irrespective of the number of enzyme

activities present in the aggregate. This aggregation is

sensitive to physiological concentrations of salt.

Evidence suggests that aggregation is due to low-salt

induced binding of proteins to ribosomal subunits.

In situ evidence of DNA-precursor channeling in

sucrose plasmolyzed, 14 infected cells is shown not to be

consistent with results obtained with other plasmolysis or

gentle lysate systems. The discrepency can be resolved by

the demonstration that sucrose plasmolyzed, T4 infected,

cells may have relatively intact membranes.
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Alternatives to the DNA Precursor-Synthesizing

Enzyme Complex Hypothesis

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTROL AND FIDELITY OF DNA REPLICATION

Since the establishment of DNA as the

self-replicating storehouse of genetic information in

cells investigators have explored parameters that control

the initiation and fidelity of replication; there is a

consensus that control occurs through more than one

mechanism. At least two levels of control exist for

initiation of replication. All cells require communication

between the system required for initiation and completion

of DNA synthesis with those that monitor cellular size and

nutritional state. Additionally, contact inhibition is

vital for the orderly maintenance of morphological

structure in multicellular organisms. Drug-induced gene

amplification provides evidence for an additional level of

control.

Many mechanisms have been demonstrated to control the

fidelity of replication. The mutator/antimutator phenotype

of any particular DNA replicase can provide variation in

the fidelity of replication for a population of cells. The

activity and specificity of particular repair enzymes can

affect a cell's potential for coping with mutagenic
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events. Finally, the maintenance of roughly equal

concentrations of the four deoxyribonucleotide

triphosphates at the site of replication is necessary for

reducing the chances of base misincorporation during the

process of DNA replication. This last parameter has been

the object of investigation in this laboratory for many

years. Bacteriophage T4 has been a system of choice for

reasons that are discussed below.

T4 DNA PRECURSOR BIOSYNTHESIS

The enzyme pathways of T4 DNA precursor biosynthesis

have been a completed story for more than a decade. Most

of this information has been reviewed (Cohen, 1968;

Mathews, 1971; Mathews, 1977). The pathways of DNA

precursor biosynthesis in T4 infection are shown in Fig.

1. The major qualitative change upon infection is the

production of hm-dCTP (see Table 2 for abbreviations)

instead of dCTP, which accounts for the substitution in

T-even phage DNA of HMC for cytosine. A further

modification, the glucosylation of the hydroxymethyl

groups in HMC, occurs after dNTP's have been polymerized

into DNA (Erikson and Szybalski, 1964). Quantitatively,

the rate of DNA synthesis increases up to tenfold

relative to that seen in uninfected Escherichia coli .

This increased rate of synthesis is accomplished by

augmenting the cellular enzymes with virally induced
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enzymes which duplicate and enhance the preexisting dNTP

synthetic activities. In addition to de novo nucleotide

synthesis a substantial source of DNA precursors is the

bacterial chromosome, whose breakdown can yield enough

dNTP's to produce about 20 equivalents of phage DNA.

Properties of the nucleases and other proteins involved in

degradation of the host chromosome have been reviewed

(Warner and Snustad, 1983).

The structural genes for all known T4 proteins

involved in the synthesis of deoxyribonucleotides have

been mapped. Figure 2 diagrams these map positions. The

genes are scattered throughout most of the genome with the.

exception of the region between 80 and 120 kilobases,

which codes for most of the structural proteins of the

phage particle. All of the genes coding for enzymes of

dNTP biosynthesis are expressed before the onset of DNA

replication.

Some of the physical and catalytic properties of each

of the enzymes of T4 deoxyribonucleotide metabolism are

summarized in Table 1. Included here are the

glucosyltransferases which alter HMC residues in newly

synthesized DNA, even though they are not enzymes of DNA

precursor metabolism per se . Three of the enzymes listed

have counterparts in cells which are subject to complex

feedback regulation. Of these only dCMP deaminase displays

a regulatory pattern similar to that of its cellular

homolog. Both it and the cellular dCTP deaminase display
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TABLE I. Enzymes in T4 DNA precursor synthesis
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inhibition by dTTP and a nearly absolute requirement for

dCTP for activity (Maley and Maley, 1982; Maley et al ,

1967; Scocca et al , 1969). Unlike cellular ribonucleotide

reductases the four activities of the T4 enzyme are not

inhibited to any great degree by the negative allosteric

effector dATP (Berglund, 1972). This is in accord with the

need to produce as much phage DNA as is possible for

packaging during phage assembly over the course of the

lytic infection. Finally, T4 thymidine kinase, unlike its

cellular counterpart, does not need the positive

allosteric effector dCTP (Iwatsuki, 1977).

The synthesis of T4 DNA precursors is really an

interplay between phage-encoded and host enzymes.

Nucleoside diphosphokinase phosphorylates dNDP's to the

corresponding dNTP's with a great lack of specificity in

this final step of dNTP synthesis. The bacterial AMP-dAMP

kinase is a non-essential enzyme because ribonucleotides

enter the deoxyribonucleotide pool at the diphosphate

level. However, the enzyme probably has survival value

because it allows the phage to utilize dAMP generated from

the breakdown of host DNA.

In addition to being part of the dNTP-synthesizing

system two enzymes, thymidylate synthase and dihydrofolate

reductase, have structural roles as components of the

baseplate of the phage tail. It is beyond the scope of

this work to review all of the evidence for such a dual

role. The subject has been treated in detail by Kozloff
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(1983) and Mathews and Allen (1983). The current theory

suggests that the central hub and radial arms of the

baseplate ,Fig. 3, are stabilized by a

dihydropteroylhexaglutamate bridge that spans between

thymidylate synthase in the hub to dihydrofolate reductase

found in each radial arm of the baseplate, Fig. 4. Kikuchi

and King (1975) demonstrated that in the absence of

central hub structures, 1/6th arms can assemble slowly

into baseplate-like structures which are missing the

central hub. Therefore, the proposed folylhexaglutamate

bridge is needed only to increase the rate of assembly and

add additional strength to a partially stabilized

structure. The physical characteristics of thymidylate

synthase as a structural protein will take on added

significance when the sedimentation behavior of this

enzyme is discussed later.

MULTIENZYME COMPLEXES AND PRECURSOR COMPARTMENTATION

For a number of years now this laboratory and that of

Dr. G. R. Greenberg have been studying the possibility

that DNA precursors are synthesized by a multienzyme

complex, Fig. 5, which is physically and functionally

linked to the T4 replication apparatus presently being

characterized by Alberts and Nossal (1983). The T-even

bacteriophage is an advantageous experimental system for

several reasons. Most of the steps involved in DNA

precursor synthesis and virtually all of DNA replication
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are catalyzed by phage-coded enzymes. Upon infection the

nucleic acid and protein metabolism in Escherichia coli is

abruptly and completely redirected toward growth and

reproduction of the phage. A large catalogue of mutants

defective in viral functions is available. More recently,

a number of phage genes have been cloned into high

expression vectors, allowing investigators to study the

properties of phage-coded enzymes in vitro and also in

vivo in uninfected cells.

A great deal of data has been collected and

interpreted to support the idea that T4 produces a

dNTP-synthesizing enzyme complex which is juxtaposed in

the cell with the T4 DNA polymerization apparatus. These

interpretations state that the complex maintains local

concentration gradients of DNA precursors at replication

sites and hence contributes toward maintaining high rates

of replication. Data for such assertions fall into three

main conceptual catagories. The first is protein-protein

interactions between enzymes involved with dNTP synthesis

and DNA polymerization, as manifested by enzyme rapid

sedimentation in sucrose gradients in vitro (Reddy et al

1977), Fig. 6, and genetic mutant analysis in vivo (North

et al 1976). The second consists of preferential

incorporation of dNMP's over dNTP's into DNA in situ in

sucrose plasmolysed cells, suggesting that distal DNA

precursors have preferential access over the more

immediate precursors to DNA polymerase, Fig. 7 (Reddy and
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Mathews 1978). The third consists of im vitro 'kinetic

coupling' data showing that a rapidly sedimenting

aggregate of dNTP synthesizing enzymes forms more

end-product of a multistep reaction with a lower

concentration of intermediates than would be expected for

uncomplexed enzymes under identical conditions, Fig. 8

(Reddy et al 1977; Allen et al 1983).

PRESENT WORK

The results presented in this dissertation

demonstrate that the above data are consistent with

simpler interpretations than that of a dNTP synthesizing

multi-enzyme complex in vitro and/or in situ . Alternative

explanations also have been considered for some previously

published data on in vivo complex but are not presented

in this thesis. This material has not been included

because I have not performed experiments to test their

validity. However, the three primary lines of in vitro and

in situ evidence are considered here. None of the results

presented in this thesis have been published previously.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phage,. Bacteria, and Culture Conditions

Experiments on rapidly sedimenting enzyme aggregates

were performed with E.coli 201, a host strain lacking

thymidylate synthase, and T4 sp62am N82 ( reg A-, 44-), a

phage strain with a DNA-negative phenotype selected for its

induction of high levels of early phage enzmes. In separate

experiments (by Dr. Christopher Mathews) it was found that

this double mutant can form a kinetically coupled enzyme

aggregate after infection, of the kind described by Allen

et al (1983). For purification of T4 thymidylate synthase

and for experiments on aggregated thymidylate synthase

formed in the absence of other T4 proteins I used E. coli

MB151, a strain carrying a high-expression plasmid vector

into which had been cloned a T4 DNA fragment carrying the

td gene, which encodes thymidylate synthase. This strain,

which was constructed and described by Belfort et al

(1983), was kindly provided by Dr. Marlene Belfort (New

York State Department of Health).

Phage-infected bacteria were prepared in quantity by

growth of the bacteria in a New Brunswick Micro-Ferm

fermentor. Infection was carried out, when the bacteria had

reached a cell density of about 4 x 108/ml, at a

multiplicity of 5 phage per bacterium. Cells were harvested

at 15 minutes after infection and stored at -80 degrees C,

from which they could be thawed and extracted without loss
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of enzyme activity. Extraction involved resuspension in HEK

buffer (25mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.6, 0.1 mM EGTA, 2 mM

B-mercaptoethanol, 50 mM KC1), followed either by brief

sonic oscillation or by lysozyme lysis. The latter involved

treatment for one hour at 0 degrees C with 10 fag of T4

lysozyme per gram of infected cells, followed by one cycle

of freeze-thawing in liquid nitrogen. The T4 lysozyme was

kindly provided by Dr. Brian W. Matthews (University of

Oregon). In either case the lysates were clarified by

centrifugation for ten minutes at 27,000 x g. Sedimentation

profiles of thymidylate synthase activity were essentially

identical with either method.

Isoelectric Focusing This was performed in a bed of

IEF-Sephadex beads (Pharmacia), using ampholytes from

either Pharmacia or Bio-Rad. The beads allow large

aggregates to migrate through the support matrix. Samples

were applied along most of the bed length, except near the

electrodes at each end. Focusing was carried out at low

voltage (500-1000 v) and over a period of at least six

hours, to prevent disaggregation. pH values were determined

by applying a flat pH electrode to the bed after focusing.

Fractions were obtained by scooping up equal sections of

the beads and suspending each in buffer. Each fraction was

assayed directly for enzyme activity, once the beads had

been allowed to settle. pI values for purified proteins

were determined both in a bead matrix and in agarose gel
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beds, with the use of standard protein markers (FMC Corp.).

Purification of Thymidylate Synthase For the isoelectric

focusing experiments homogeneous T4 thymidylate synthase

was kindly provided by Dr. Gladys F. Maley (New York State

Dept. of Health). For later experiments I purified the

enzyme myself, starting with the overproducing strain, E.

coli MB151 (see above). The purification procedure was that

of Plante et al (1978). The key step in this procedure is

affinity chromotography on a column of NA-[pteroyltetra(W

- glutamyl)]- lysine, which was kindly provided by Dr. Roy L.

Kisliuk (Tufts University). Based upon the specific

activity reported for homogeneous T2 thymidylate synthase

of 15 pmols/min/mg protein at 30°C (Galivan et al 1974), I

estimate my preparations (8 umoles/min/mg at 20 C)to be

more than 50% pure with no contaminating phage protein

present. Purified Lactobacillus casei thymidylate synthase

was kindly provided by Denice Mittelstaedt and Dr. Michael

Schimerlik of this department.

Purification of dCMP Hydroxymethylase Homogeneous

dCMP Hydroxymethylase was purified by starting with a

frozen stock of T4 12 62 am N82-infected E. coil 201.

Separation of thymidylate synthase and dCMP

hydroxymethylase was achieved with the use of a

DEAE-Sepharose column. The final (and novel) purification

step was adapted from that of Plante et al for the
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purification of thymidylate synthase. dCMP was substituted

for dTMP in the loading buffer and the Mg++ was omitted

while 1mM EDTA was included. Elution buffer contained

phosphate rather than Tris. Otherwise the procedure was

identical. Based upon the specific activity reported for

homogeneous T4 dCMP hydroxymethylase of 4.9 pmoles/min/mg

(T.W. North, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Arizona, 1976) and

an SDS gel showing one band, I estimate the purity to be

100% within experimental error.

Sucrose Gradient Centrifugation Centrifugations were

carried out through 10 ml linear 10-50% (w/v) sucrose

gradients in HEK buffer, in a Beckman SW-41 rotor,

centrifuged at 24,000 rpm for 16 hours. I ran 10-50%

sucrose gradients for this study, rather than the 5-20%

gradients used in previous studies, to ensure that no

material sedimented to the bottom of the tube.

Following centrifugation each gradient was

fractionated in an ISCO tube fractionator coupled to an

absorbance recorder, for continuous monitoring of

ultraviolet absorbance (280-310) of material pumped from

the column. In different experiments full-scale absorbances

on the recorder were set at 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 full scale.

The figures show relative absorbance values. Fractions of

unequal volume were collected for subsequent enzyme assay,

with the volume of each fraction chosen for experimental

convenience. The distance along the abscissa is
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proportional to the volume pumped out of the gradient.

Sedimentation is from left to right in all profiles

depicted unless otherwise stated. Enzyme assays were as

described in previous publications from this laboratory

(Reddy and Mathews 1978, Reddy et al 1977, Allen et al

1980).

Nucleic Acids Purified E. coli ribosomal RNA was

provided by Dr. Henry Schaup of this department, and

purified M13 phage DNA was a gift of Kuan-chih Chow of this

department. Purified pBR322 plasmid DNA was provided by

Joseph Booth of this laboratory. Synthetic ribo- and

deoxyribo-homopolymers were purchased from P-L

Biochemicals.

14
C Labeling of Early Phage Enzymes 50 ml of E. coli

B was grown to a density of 3 x lecells/m1 at 37°. The

cells were transferred to a Petri dish with spin bar and

irradiated with constant stirring for 13 minutes at a

distance of 6 inches from a model UVS 54 (254 nm) light

source. The cells were maintained in the dark with

agitation for an additional 10 minutes. The cells were then

chilled on ice and infected with a multiplicity of

infection of 10 with T4D.14C labeled amino acids were added

to make a final specific activity of 2 pC/m1 of medium and

the culture was transferred to a 37°water bath for 8

minutes. The labeling was chased with 10 ml of a stock
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solution of cold casamino acids and the cells were chilled

on ice. The cells were pelleted and resuspended in M9

buffer. The cells were sonicated and the lysate centrifuged

to remove the membrane fraction. A 20-pl aliquot of the

extract contained 233,840 cpm while the acid precipitate

contained 199,150 cpm. M9 buffer for this experiment

contained 6.0 g Na2HPO4, 30 g K2PO4, 1.0 g NH4C1, 0.2 g

MgSO4 7H20, 0.01 g CaC12 per liter.

Binding Purified Proteins to Affi-Gel Matrix

Proteins to be bound were dialyzed into HEPES buffer which

contained no mercaptans or amines (B-mercaptoethanol or

Tris), as these react with the activated matrix. The

Affi-Gel was washed with cold deionized water to remove the

stabilizing solvent, isopropyl alchohol. The buffered

protein solution was then added to the gel and gently

agitated overnight at 4 °C. Any activated gel left after

agitation was neutralized by passing buffer containing 2 mM

B-mercaptoethanol through the column. Buffer containing 1

molar NaCl was used to wash unbound protein from the

column. Column effluent was assayed for protein to assess

the efficiency of binding. The procedure was essentially

the same as that of Formosa and Alberts (1983).

5' Nucleotidase Assays Two nucleotidase assays are

mentioned in the RESULTS section. The reaction conditions

and chromatography were the same as for the coupled
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activity assay of Reddy et al 1977. However, the ussual

folate and nucleotide substrates were omitted. The two

labeled substrates, dTTP and ATP, can be used

interchangeably due to a lack of enzyme substrate

specificity (Neu, 1967). The dTTP was labeled with tritium

on the methyl group at the 5 position. Final specific

activity was 2.5 CPM/ nanomole of dTTP. Activity in a crude

extract of T4-infected cells is 33 nanomoles per min. per

ml. of extract. This activity agreed fairly well with that

published by Neu. Gamma labeled32P ATP was used when

sucrose gradient fractions were assayed. Release of the

labeled terminal phosphate was measured by specific binding

of the nucleotide to activated charcoal (Norite). Since the

released phosphate is not bound, the added charcoal was

pelleted and the supernatant was counted in the liquid

scintillation counter. Thus, this second assay requires no

chromatographic separation of labeled nucleotides as with

the one used above. I adapted this procedure from the

tritium release assay for thymidylate synthase developed in

Greenberg's laboratory.

Computer Simulations of Coupied Activity Gerry

Lasser and I developed a Fortran IV program to simulate the

concentration of nucleotide intermediates and final product

for the coupled assay described by Reddy et al 1977. The

enzymes were assumed to be uncomplexed and to obey the

steady state equations also used by Reddy et al 1977. The
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computer used was a Chrislin Industries CI-103/2 which uses

the RT-11 operating system.

In Situ Labeled Nucleotide Incorporation The

procedure for measuring DNA replication in sucrose

plasmolyzed cells is essentially that of Reddy and Mathews,

1978. E. coif B cells were grown at 37°C to a density of 5

x 108 cells/ml in M9 medium and infected with T4D at a

multiplicity of 5-6 phage per bacterium. Infection was

continued for about 12 min. and the culture was chilled by

the addition of crushed ice. Chilled cells were then

harvested by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10 min. at 4°

C. The pelleted cells were resuspended to a density of 1 x

10 11 cells per ml. in plasmolysis buffer. Plasmolysis buffer

contained 40 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 2 M sucrose, and 10 mM EGTA.

DNA synthesis was measured as the rate of incorporation

of radiolabeled TdR or dTTP into acid precipitable

material. A total reaction mixture volume of 300 p1

contained: 32 mM Tris (pH 8.0); 64 mM KC1; 12 mM MgC1 ; 83

pM each of dATP, dGTP, dCTP, and labeled TdR or dTTP; 830

pM rATP; 42 pM of the other rNTP's; 1 mM dithiothreitol.

The reaction was started by the addition of 3 x 109

plasmolyzed cells. The reactions were terminated by taking

aliquots of 25 pl at specific intervals and depositing

directly onto Whatman 3 mm chromatography paper. The

chromatographic procedure was that of Weinstein, Bharadway,

and Li (1975).
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Abbreviations Used Table 2 is a general listing of

the abbreviations used throughout this dissertation.
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Table 2. List of abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning

am amber

CPM radioactive counts per minute

dNMP deoxyribonucleoside
monophosphate

dNDP deoxyribonucleoside
diphosphate

dNTP deoxyribonucleoside
triphosphate

DA DNA-arrest

DD DNA-delay

DO DNA-negative

EGTA [Ethylenebis(oxyethylene
nitrilo)] tetraacetic acid

FH2 dihydrofolate

FH4 tetrahydrofolate

HEPES N-2-Hydroxyethylpiperazine
N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid

hm-dCMP 5-hydroxymethyldeoxycytidine
monophosphate

hm-dCDP 5-hydroxymethyldeoxycytidine
diphosphate

hm-dCTP 5-hydroxymethyldeoxycytidine
triphosphate

P (followed by product of the gene to which
a number) the number refers

rNDP ribonucleoside diphosphate

T4 T4 Bacteriophage
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III. RESULTS

Part 1: T4 Thymidylate Synthase Binds Nucleic Acid

Isoelectric focusing of a multienzyme aggregate

Isoelectric focusing was used in an attempt to augment

various procedures previously reported by this laboratory

f,or the partial purification of the proposed

dNTP- synthesizing enzyme complex (Reddy et al 1977; Allen

et al 1980, 1983). A crude extract of T4-infected cells was

focused in a matrix of Sephadex beads and is depicted in

Figure 9. Three phage enzymes -- thymidylate synthase, dNMP

kinase, and dihydrofolate reductase -- focused in a broad

band between pH 3 and 5, with distinct peaks near pH 4.0

and 4.9. The host enzyme, nucleoside diphosphate kinase,

focused with a maximum near pH 4.7, a value identical to

that I have determined for the enzyme purified by Gerry

Lasser. Dihydrofolate reductase, also purified by Gerry

Lasser, has a p1 of about 5.1, which is nearly the same as

that shown in Figure 9. However, purified T4 thymidylate

synthase has a pI of 7.1-7.3 (determined by myself and

personal communication from Dr. Gladys F. Maley), which is

not in agreement with the crude extract profile. This

result supports the notion that the enzyme in a crude

extract is physically associated with a particle of large

buffering capacity with a pI of 4.0 to 5.0.
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Isoelectric focusing of activities in an extract of phage-infected

E. coli 201. Focusing was carried out in a Sephadex medium, as

described in Materials and Methods. Recovery of each activity

assayed was about 90%. , Thymidylate synthase; , dihydrofolate

reductase; 0, deoxyribonucleoside monophosphokinase x 0.1;

A, nucleoside diphosphokinase x 0.001.
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Kinetic coupling in aggregated thymidylate synthase

While experimenting with different fractionating

techniques for the enzyme aggregate, Joe Booth of this

laboratory found that several dNTP-synthesizing enzyme

activities coprecipitate at 30-50% saturation of ammonium

sulfate (Allen et al 1983). To further assess the possible

linkage of these enzymes, I sedimented a redissolved pellet

through a sucrose gradient, as depicted in Fig. 10. About

half of the thymidylate synthase activity sedimented

rapidly, but the proportion of other rapidly-sedimenting

enzyme activities was low, as judged by the

spectrophotometric assay for the conversion of dCTP to

dTMP. This assay monitors the last step of the catalytic

series: dCTP-4dCMP-4dUMPdTMP.The gradient absorbance

profile shown in Fig. 10 suggested that the aggregated

thymidylate synthase and small amount of other aggregated

enzymes were cosedimenting with UV light-absorbing

material. A wavelength scan of fractions 5 and 6 (data not

shown) revealed in each case a maximum at 258 nm with a

260/280 ratio of 1.8. These values indicate the presence of

both nucleic acid and protein, suggesting the possible

presence of ribosomes. Since the cells were infected with a

T4 phage mutant unable to synthesize DNA (DO mutant) but

with the wild type ability to break down host DNA, the

nucleic acid detected above is probably rRNA.

Sedimentation of crude extracts by other investigators

shows the same type of ribosome profile, Tissieres (1974)
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Fiure O. Sedimentation profile of activities in a 30-50% ammonium sulfate

precipitate from a crude extract of T4-infected E. coli. The

precipitate was dissolved in HEK buffer, dialyzed, and an aliquot

layered on a 10-50% sucrose gradient, as described in Materials

and Methods. After centrifugation, the gradient was fractionated

with continuous monitoring of ultraviolet absorbance (solid line).

Fractions of unequal volume were collected and assayed for

thymidylate synthase ( A ) and the coupled sequence dCTP --1,dCMP

---vdUMP--->dTMP. Sedimentation is from left to right.
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notes:

"... an important paper was published by

Schachman, Pardee, and Stanier (1952). They

showed that when bacterial extracts prepared

in 0.02-0.05 M NaCl are examined in the ana-

lytical centrifuge, three principal components

forming very sharp boundaries are found with

uncorrected sedimentation coefficients of

about 40S, 29S, 5S. It should be noted that

no magnesium was added to these extracts.

The same type of pattern was obtained from

a number of bacterial species and from ex-

tracts made by breaking the cells in dif-

ferent ways. These components were shown to

comprise the bulk of the cellular RNA, and

the 40S peak contained 40% RNA and appeared

in the electron microscope as spherical

particles (Luria et al. 1943).11.

The buffer salt composition stated above is identical to

that used in this laboratory. Since ribosomes comprise 30%

of the bacterial cell mass, the peak size, location, and

absorbance ratio provide evidence that dNTP-synthesizing

enzymes are cosedimenting with ribosomal subunits.

The effect of Mg++ and its reversibility

The rapidly sedimenting forms of T4 thymidylate

synthase are disaggregated by Mg++ ion (Reddy and Mathews,
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1978; and unpublished results). Also, ribosomal subunit

association is sensitive to Mg++ concentration. This, to

me, suggested that disaggregation of ribosomes in low Mg++

might expose a binding surface to which thymidylate

synthase could become attached. To approach this question I

first asked whether the disaggregation of thymidylate

synthase in low Mg++ is reversible (Fig. 11). A crude

extract of infected cells was centrifuged in 10 mM Mg++,

which caused thymidylate synthase to sediment as the free

enzyme. Fraction 2 from this gradient, which contains the

free enzyme, and fraction 7, which contains ribosomes (as

determined by sedimentation position), were combined,

dialyzed, and resedimented in a magnesium-free gradient,

whereupon all of the enzyme became aggregated (panel B).

Sensitivity of aggregation to monovalent cations

To further characterize the nature of this aggregation

I sedimented a crude extract of infected cells through

sucrose gradients containing varying concentrations of KC1

(Fig. 12). Little or no aggregation was seen above 50 mM

KC1.

Effect of substrates upon enzyme aggregation

The possible binding of T4 thymidylate synthase to E.

coli ribosomes could be due to interaction with either

protein or rRNA. To test whether this interaction was via

the enzyme substrate- or cofactor-binding sites,
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Effect of Mg
++

upon sedimentation of thymidylate synthase. Panel A

depicts sedimentation of a crude infected cell extract through a

sucrose gradient in which the sucrose solutions contained 10 mM

MgC12. Fractions 2 and 7 were combined, dialyzed in magnesium-

free HEK buffer, and resedimented in the absence of Mg
++

. Panel B

depicts the resedimentation profile. Each tick on the ordinate

represents 5 nmoles/min/ml fraction. Sedimentation is left to right.
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Figure 12. Effect of K+ upon sedimentation of thymidylate

synthase. Sedimentation is from right to left. Each tick on

the ordinate represents 2 nmoles/min/ml fraction. A crude

cell extract was sedimented through a 5-25% sucrose gradient

containing a one-ml 66% sucrose shelf as used by Reddy et al

(1977). KC1 concentrations were as follows: 50 mM (

100 mM 150 mM -).
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competitive binding assays were performed. As shown in Fig.

13, 2 mM dUMP had no effect on the sedimentation profile

(panel B), but 0.2 mM methylenetetrahydrofolate abolished

rapid sedimentation (panel C). The assay buffer used for

all kinetic coupling assays, which includes Mg++ and

methylenetetrahydrofolate, also abolished aggregation

(panel 0). The off-scale absorbance profile in 13 B, C, and

D was due to the large extinction coeficients for the added

dUMP and methylenetetrahydrofolate. Later I found that

methylenetetrahydrofolate also disrupted complexes between

purified thymidylate synthase and nucleic acids as seen in

Figure 14.

Aggregation of T4 thymidylate synthase in the absence of

other phage proteins

The above experiments show that T4 thymidylate synthase

becomes disaggregated when either of its two cofactors

(Mg++ and FH
4

) are present. This suggests that aggregation

may be a property solely of the enzyme and independent of

its associations with other phage proteins. To test this

idea, I took advantage of a recombinant plasmid (Belfort et

al 1983), in which synthesis of T4 thymidylate synthase

from its cloned structural gene is put under the control of

a thermolabile Aphage cm repressor. The cloned T4 DNA

segment in this plasmid (2.7 kb) contains 0.4 kb at the 5'

end of the dihydrofolate reductase coding region (Maley et

al 1979), the 0.8-kb coding region for thymidylate
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Effects of substrates upon sedimentation of T4 thymidylate synthase.

Conditions of cell lysis and centrifugation are as described in

Materials and Methods and the legend to Fig. 2. Additions to the

sucrose solutions used to prepare the gradients: A, none; B, 2 mM

dUMP; C, 2 mM dUMP plus 0.2 mM methylenetetrahydrofolate. In D

the sucrose solutions were not in HEK buffer, but in thymidylate

synthase assay reagent: 0.1 M Tris-HC1, pH 7.4, 0.1 M KC1, 0.1 M

a-mercaptoethanol, 0.025 M MgC12, 0.015 M formaldehyde, and 2 mM

dUMP. Each tick on the ordinate represents 5 nmoles/min/ml fraction.
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Figure 14. Sedimentation profile of a mixture of 3H FdUMP+

CH2FH4 + thymidylate synthase + rRNA. Conditions were the

same as Figure 17 except that sedimentation was at 30,000

instead of 24,000 rpm. Sedimentation from left to right.
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synthase, and the recently described 1.0-kb intron in the

gene for thymidylate synthase (Chu et al 1984). No other

complete T4 proteins are expressed from the cloned fragment

other than thymidylate synthase. E. coli MB151, which

carries this plasmid, was grown at 32 and then incubated at

43 , to allow synthesis of T4 thymidylate synthase. As

shown in Fig. 15, cells were lysed and the lysates

sedimented as described earlier. Enzyme sedimentation

profiles were quite similar to those seen with infected

cells (Figs. 11 and 13); about half of the enzyme

sedimented rapidly in the absence of Mg++ but not in its

presence at 10 mM. Thus, the enzyme can aggregate

independently of any associations with other T4 proteins.

Associations of purified T4 thymidylate synthase with

nucleic acid

Since T4 thymidylate synthase aggregates with purely

cellular material and cosediments with ribosomes it seemed

logical to explore these interactions with the use of

purified components. A large culture of E.-coli MB151 was

grown and then incubated at a higher temperature, for

increased production of T4 thymidylate synthase. The enzyme

was purified to greater than 50% homogeneity as judged by

the specific activity as compared with the purified T2

enzyme. I then performed a series of experiments in which

the sedimentation behavior of the enzyme was analyzed after

incubation with various nucleic acids. The first experiment
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Figure 15.

Sedimentation profile of T4 thymidylate synthase expressed from the

td gene cloned into a high-expression plasmid vector. A lysate of

E. coli MB151 was sedimented through sucrose gradients containing

10 mM MgC12 (panel A) or no MgC12 (panel B). Each tick on the

ordinate represents 5 nmoles/min/ml fraction. (Left to Right)
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(Fig. 16) involved thymidylate synthase and single-stranded

DNA, isolated from M13 phage. The enzyme did bind to this

DNA, as shown by cosedimentation, and the binding was

sensitive to Mg++ at 10 mM (panel B). The ability to bind

DNA tightly seems to be a distinctive property of the T4

enzyme, for purified L. casei thymidylate synthase showed

very little binding when treated identically to the T4

enzyme (compare panels A and C).

Next I asked whether T4 thymidylate synthase could

associate with double-stranded DNA, using plasmid pBR322 as

the source of this material. The data of Fig. 17 indicate

that no binding occurred to either the superhelical or the

relaxed forms of the plasmid, or in the presence or absence

of Mg++.

Since this investigation started with the observation

that T4 thymidylate synthase might be binding to ribosomes,

I wanted to know whether the enzyme would bind to purified

ribosomal RNA. Those results, shown in Fig. 18, are

virtually identical to those seen with M13 DNA; all of the

enzyme in the incubation mixture bound to the rRNA in the

absence of Mg++, while none bound in the presence of 10 mM

Mg++.

All of these data suggest that T4 thymidylate synthase

binds rather nonspecifically to either DNA or RNA, with the

provisos being that the nucleic acid must be single

stranded and that sub-physiological cation concentrations

be present. In accordance with this idea, I found that the
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Binding of T4 thymidylate synthase to singlestranded DNA. A,

purified T4 thymidylate synthase (about 2 pg) was mixed with 1

A
260 unit of M13 phage DNA and the mixture was immediately

sedimented through a sucrose gradient containing no Mgt. B,

identical to A except that somewhat less enzyme was used, and the

sucrose gradient solutions contained 10 mM MgC12. C, identical

to A except that L. casei thymidylate synthase was used instead

of the T4 enzyme. Each tick on the ordinate represents 5 nmoles/

min/ml fraction. (Left to Right)
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Figure 17. Fraction Number
Lack of binding of thymidylate synthase to double-stranded DNA.

Conditions were identical to those described in Eig.16, except

that pBR322 plasmid DNA was used instead of M13 DNA. Sedimenta-

tions were carried out in the absence of Mg The arrows point

to the major peak of DNA (presumably'superhelical monomers) and

hence identify where thymidylate synthase activity would have

been seen had it bound. A, T4 enzyme; B, L. casei enzyme.

Each tick on the ordinate represents 5 nmoles /min /ml fraction.
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Figime 18.

Binding of T4 thymidylate synthase to purified E. coli rRNA.

Conditions are the same as in Fig.I6 except for the use of E.

coli rRNA instead of M13 DNA. A, sedimentations run in the

absence of Mg
++

; B, 10 mM Mg
++ present in the sucrose solutions.

Each tick on the ordinate represents 5 nmoles/min/ml fraction.
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enzyme also binds to synthetic homopolymers, either poly(A)

or poly(U), in the absence of Mg++ (Fig. 19). Note that

because of the relatively small size of the polymers, the

enzyme-polynucleotide complexes sedimented somewhat faster

than the free polynucleotides. However, the increased rate

of sedimentation is not great enough to suggest the

possibility of the cooperative binding seen with T4 gene 32

protein. Similar results were seen with the

deoxyribohomopolymers poly(dA) and poly(dT) (data not

shown).
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Figure 19.

Binding of T4 thymidylate synthase to nucleic acid homopolymers:

either poly A (6-13S), panel A; or poly U (5-12S), panel B.

Conditions are as described in Fig.I6. Mg
44-

was absent in both

sedimentations. The arrow shows where free enzyme would be

expected to sediment. Each tick on the ordinate represents

5 nmoles/min/ml fraction. Sedimentation in this experiment was

carried out in a vertical rotor, for 2 hours, at. 50,000 rpm.
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PART 2: Conditions for Aggregation of Other dNTP

Synthesizing Enzymes

Cation sensitivity of rapidly sedimenting protein

To see if other enzymes of the putative dNTP

synthesizing complex behaved in a manner similar to that of

thymidylate synthase I sedimented a crude extract through a

'low salt' (5 mM KC1, 0 mM MgC1) and a 'moderate salt' (50

mM KC1, 10 mM MgC1) sucrose gradient as shown in Figures 20

and 21. All four of the dNTP synthesizing enzymes assayed

in this experiment were at least partially sensitive to a

moderate salt concentration. Aggregation of thymidylate

synthase and deoxynucleoside monophosphate kinase were

completely eliminated while nucleoside diphosphate kinase

and dCMP hydroxymethylase were partially disaggregated.

Note also the relative salt-induced changes in the

absorbance peak height between the slowly sedimenting low

molecular weight fraction and the rapidly sedimenting

ribosomal fraction. This change in distribution of total

protein suggests that a variety of proteins may be

aggregated with ribosomes under low salt conditions.

Host enzyme aggregation studied with uninfected cells

The possibility that rapid sedimentation is due to

nonspecific aggregation was further examined by sedimenting

a crude extract of uninfected cells through a 5-20% sucrose

gradient containing a 0.5 ml 66% sucrose shelf at the
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Figure 20. Effect of Mg++ upon sedimentation of protein as estimated by A(280-310). Panel A shows effect

of 10mM Mg++. Panel B shows effect of 0mM Mg++. Sedimentation of the crude extract is from left to right.
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Figure 21. Individual enzyme profiles with ( and without

(----) 10mM Mg++. Fraction numbers correspond with those of

Figure 20. Activity values are only relative and can not be

compared between enzyme profiles.
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bottom of the tube. Experimental conditions were as used

previously by Reddy et al 1977. The results, shown in Fig.

22, demonstrate that phage infection is not necessary for

aggregation of host dNTP-synthesizing enzymes. This

experiment clearly shows that dNTP-synthesizing enzymes in

general can rapidly sediment without forming a single,

specific protein-protein complex. It could be suggested

that rapid sedimentation of host dNTP-synthesizing enzymes

in uninfected cells may indicate the presence of a host

dNTP-synthesizing complex. However, the number of

replication forks per cell is about tenfold higher in

infected cells (Werner, 1968) as compared with uninfected

cells while the percentage of rapidly sedimenting

nucleoside diphosphate kinase is, within experimental

error, equivalent in both cases (compare figures 22 and

6b). This lack of correlation between the amount of rapid

sedimentation and the number of replication forks per cell

indicates that aggregation of dNTP synthesizing enzymes is

unrelated to the replication of DNA. Such an inferred

relationship has been the cornerstone of all in vitro

experiments to date, including those involving coupled

activity.

Non-association of purified T4 dCMP hydroxymethylase with

rRNA

In order to explore the mechanism of aggregation of an

additional phage dNTP-synthesizing enzyme, I purified dCMP
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Figure 22. Enzyme activity profile of host adenylate kinase

(broken line) and nucleoside diphosphate kinase (solid line)

from sucrose gradient sedimentation of uninfected E. coli

extract. Activity in nmoles/ml/min. Experimental details are

those of Reddy et al.(1977).Nucleoside diphosphate kinase

profile is identical to that reported earlier in T4 infected

cells (compare with Figure 6B). Sedimentation is right to left.
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hydroxymethylase to homogeneity using a new affinity

purification scheme (see methods). Both thymidylate

synthase and dCMP hydroxymethylase utilize

methylenetetrahydrofolate as a cofactor. I reasoned that

the folate analog affinity column used to purify

thymidylate synthase might also bind dCMP hydroxymethylase.

With a few minor procedural modifications the affinity

column specifically bound the desired enzyme (Fig. 23).

A sucrose gradient centrifugation profile of a mixture

of rRNA and the purified T4 dCMP hydroxymethylase, shown in

Fig. 24, reveals that the enzyme does not have an affinity

for rRNA under assay conditions identical to those used for

T4 thymidylate synthase. This suggests that rapid

sedimentation of dCMP hydroxymethylase is not due to an

affinity for rRNA as is the case for T4 thymidylate

synthase.

Assay for protein-protein interactions using dNTP

synthesizing enzyme-bound columns

As an additional probe for evidence of a dNTP

synthesizing complex, I prepared Affi-Gel purified protein

columns and looked for specific protein associations using

C labeled T4 phage proteins. Formosa et al. (1983)

immobilized the T4 single strand binding protein, the

product of gene 32, on the same agarose matrix and used it

for affinity chromatography of lysates of T4-infected

cells. At least 10 14-encoded early proteins and 3 or 4
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Figure 23. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of

purified phage dCMP hydroxymethylase and E. coli

nucleoside diphosphate kinase. This SDS gel profile

shows that the dCMP hydroxymethylase and nucleoside

diphosphate kinase used in later experiments are

homogeneous.
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Figure 24. Lack of binding of T4 dCMP hydroxymethylase

to purified E. coli rRNA. Conditions are the same as Fig.

16. Activity is in CPM of tritium released from the 5

position of dCMP per 100p1 of sucrose gradient fraction

per hour of incubation. Upper line denotes A280-310.
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host proteins were specifically retained by this gene 32

protein column. Nine of the T4 proteins were identified as

being involved in either DNA replication or genetic

recombination. They now use the column on a preparative

scale for purification of the bound proteins. For our

purposes purified dCMP hydroxymethylase was bound to an

Affi-Gel matrix as described in Methods and by Formosa et

al (1983). In addition, Gerry Lasser prepared separately a

T4 dihydrofolate reductase and a host nucleoside

diphosphokinase protein Affi-Gel column.1C labeled phage

early proteins were prepared as described in Materials and

Methods. I prepared two control columns by binding bovine

serum albumin to one column and ethanolamine to another.

5,000,000 cpm of labeled protein (500 p1) was added to each

column, which was then washed with buffer containing 50 mM

KC1. Adsorbed protein was eluted with 200 mM and 600 mM KC1

washes, sequentially. The results are plotted in Figures

25-29. Note that the two phage proteins, dihydrofolate

reductase and dCMP hydroxymethyalase, seem to be relatively

inert since they adsorbed far less protein than did the

host enzyme nucleoside diphosphate kinase or the two

controls, bovine serum albumin and ethanolamine. These

experiments suggest that, under conditions where the

Alberts laboratory demonstrated positive protein-protein

interactions (well above control values), the

dNTP-synthesizing enzymes assayed show relatively little

protein-protein interaction with other early T4 phage
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Figure 25. Elution profile from an ethanolamine coupled Affi-Gel control column. The activated

column was saturated with ethanolamine. Arrows indicate the points of buffer change to 0.2 M

and 0.6 M KC1, respectively.
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Figure 26. Elution profile from a bovine serum albumin coupled Affi-Gel control column.

5 mg of protein was bound to the column. Arrows indicate the points of buffer change to

0.2 M and 0.6 M KC1, respectively.
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Figure 27. Elution profile from an E. coli nucleoside diphosphate kinase bound Affi-Gel column.

1 mg of protein was bound to the column. Arrows indicate the points of buffer change to 0.2 and

0.6 M KCl, respectively.
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Figure 28. Elution profile from a T4 phage dihydrofolate reductase coupled Affi-Gel column.

4.8 mg of protein was bound to the column. Arrows indicate the points of buffer change

to 0.2 M and 0.6 M KC1, respectively.
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Figure 29. Elution profile from a phage dCMP hydroxymethylase coupled Affi-Gel column.

1.5 mg of protein was bound to the column. Arrows indicate the points of buffer change to

0.2 and 0.6 M KC1, respectively.
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proteins. Final conclusions await the development of

fluorograms of polyacrylamide gels used to detect whether

binding is general or specific in nature.
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PART 3: Observations Regarding Kinetically Coupled

Activity

Effect of Mg++ Ion on Kinetically Coupled. Activity

The sedimentation data presented above show that

aggregation of dNTP-synthesizing enzymes is not correlated

with DNA synthesis. I, therefore, decided to reexamine some

of the other lines of evidence favoring the hypothesis of a

specific enzyme complex to see if other explanations were

possible. To support the idea that a rapidly sedimenting

aggregate of dNTP-synthesizing enzymes is an organized

complex rather than a non-specific aggregate, this

laboratory has studied the kinetics of multistep reactions

involving enzymes of the proposed complex (Reddy et al

1977; Allen et al 1983). The first, and by far the most

extensively studied, involves the formation of dTTP using

dUMP as the initial substrate. This three step reaction

sequence reached its maximal rate within a few seconds when

catalyzed by enzymes of the aggregate (Fig. 8). The authors

(above) stated that 'an equivalent mixture of uncomplexed

enzymes required nearly 20 minutes before dTTP synthesis

reached its maximal rate'. It was concluded that the effect

of the aggregate was to decrease the volume in which the

intermediates are free to diffuse.

During my review of this material about the coupled

assay I made several observations which have led to an

alternative explanation for the observed experimental
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results. The first involves the presence of Mg++ ion during

the course of these assays. All of the sucrose gradient

fractions assayed for coupled activity were first dialyzed

in a 5 mM Mg++-containing buffer for the purpose of

removing the sucrose, which interferes with the spotting of

samples on thin layer chromatography plates (Reddy et al

1977). Unpublished results from that same time period show

5 mM magnesium to reduce aggregation from between 70% to

100%. The existence of coupled activity in the presence of

Mg++ ion directly contradicts the effect seen with Mg++ on

rapid sedimentation. The 5 mM Mg++ is in addition to the 25

mM Mg++ that is contained in the buffer used to assay each

of the individual enzymes and coupled activity.

Centrifugation analysis indicates that the enzymes exist as

monomers under such high magnesium assay conditions.

The Existence of Additional Pathways

If the enzymes do exist as monomers during the course

of the assay then why does a small initial lag time exist

when using the rapidly sedimenting fraction while a much

slower rate and longer lag time is seen with the slowly

sedimenting fraction Tr This question can be answered if one

views the reaction sequence as being much more complex than

was originally suggested by the authors. Figure 30a shows

the reaction sequence as originally proposed by the

authors. However, Allen et al 1983 demonstrated that, in

addition the expected dTTP, dUTP was present and made up
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1 = Thymidylate Synthase

2 = Nucleoside Monophosphate Kinase

3 = Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase

4 = dUTPase-dCTPase

5 = 5' Nucleotidase

Figure 30 A,B,C. Proposed pathways for in vitro kinetically

coupled enzyme assay. A, Pathway as originally proposed (Reddy

et al. 1977). B, Pathways as catalyzed by enzymes at the top of

the gradient. C, Pathways catalyzed by enzymes at the bottom of

the gradient.
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half of the total product measured. This activity is due to

the phage enzyme deoxyribonucleotide monophosphokinase and

the host diphosphokinase, which phosphorylate the

deoxyuridine nucleotides as well as the deoxythymidine

nucleotides (Bessman). This additional contribution to

product was not taken into account in the computer

simulation that was performed to simulate product formation

by uncomplexed monomer enzymes. The unexpected contribution

by dUTP can partially account for the smaller lag time and

greater output.

However, this extra pathway does not explain why, in

all of the various coupled assays performed; less product

accumulates from fractions taken from the top of the

gradient even though these often contain greater quantities

of enzyme activities when measured individually. I have

found this lack of product formation, when using enzymes

from the top of the gradient; is due to an uneven

distribution along the length of the gradient of the host

enzyme 5'nucleotidase. Figure 31 shows the results of a32P

release assay for measuring the activity of the

constitutive host enzyme, using ATP as substrate.

5'nucleotidase specific activity for dUMP in a crude

extract is four fold greater than that of thymidylate

synthase (Neu 1967). Such an activity readily explains why

such a large difference exists in the formation of product

between the top and bottom gradient fractions. My revisions

of the enzyme activity pathways for the top and bottom
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Figure 31. 5' nucleotidase assays of the top, middle, and

bottom fractions of a sucrose gradient separation of an extract

of T4 infected E. coli.(Assayed using release of gamma P32 ATP.)
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fractions of the gradient are outlined in Fig. 30b,c.

Non-reproducibility of Initial Results

Another likely reason for the lack of correlation

between the computer simulation and the results seen, when

using enzyme from the bottom fraction, is that the enzyme

values used in the simulation do not agree with all other

values obtained during that same time period, as shown in

Table 3. Since all of the previous values are fairly

reproducible, and agree with my recently obtained data, the

possibility that some experimental error was performed

during that particular assay seems probable, especially

since the same assay buffer is used for both kinase

enzymes. These kinase enzyme activities deviate while

thymidylate synthase (for which a separate assay buffer is

used) is in accordance with previous values.

Underestimation of the real kinase activities would produce

a computer simulated profile with a longer lag period and

lower rate of activity as compared with the observed

activity.

Consensus Value Computer Simulation

To test the possibility that the nucleotide kinase

enzyme activities were underestimated in the published

computer simulation of coupled activity, Gerry Lasser and I

wrote a program to simulate nucleotide concentrations using

the same kinetic assumptions as Reddy et al . 1977. Figure
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Figure Enzyme Assayed

D.P.K.PNAS 1977 T.S. M.P.K.

2 1.3 150 400

3A 220 1000

3B 230 900

Thesis (Reddy)

7A 2.8 160

7B 170 800

Thesis (Weitz) 1.0 295 1250

Computer Simulation 2.0 25 100

Table 3 . Enzyme activities from rapidly sedimenting

fraction of 5-20% sucrose gradients. Note the lack of

correlation between values of M.P.K. and D.P.K. used in

the computer simulation with the other values above.

Units are in nmoles/min./ml.
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32 is a version of the program with Vmax values that

correspond to the consensus values for the two nucleotide

kinase enzymes. The results are tabulated in Table 4A and

graphically represented in Figure 33. This simulation

suggests that the experimental data can be fit with the

assumption that all of the enzymes are uncomplexed.

Nucleotide kinase values as stated by Reddy et al . were

used as a control and our results, listed in Table 4B,

agree fairly well with their earlier simulation.



PROGRAM COMP

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE VALUE OF DUMP AT 1 SEC INTERVALS
AND PRINTS IT AT 1 MIN INTERVALS
DUMP,DTMP,DTDP,DTTP ARE THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SUBSTRATES.

DDUMP,ETC. IS THE CHANGE IN CONCENTRATION/SEC

MPKF,DPKF ARE THE RESPECTIVE FORWARD RATES.

INTEGER X,N
REAL DUMF,DDUMP,DTMP,DDTMP,DTTP,DTDP,DDIDR,DDTTP,MPKF,DPKF
DDUMF = 0,
DUMP = 100.
DTMP = 0.
DDTMP = 0.
DTDP = 0.
DTTP . 0.
DDTDP =0.
DDTMP = 0.
X.1
PRINT*,' MIN DUMP DTMP DTDP
1DTTP'
DO 100 I = 1,900
DDUMP = .025*(DUMF)/(20+DUMP)
DUMP = DUMP - DDUMP
MPKF = 2.*(DTMP)/(120 + DTMP)
DDTMP = DDUMP-MPKF
DTMP = DTMP + DDTMP
DPKF = 9.*(DTDP )/1200. + DTDP
DDTDP = MPKF - DPKF
DTDP = DTDP +DDTDP
DTTP = DTTP + DPKF
X = X + I

IF (X .NE. 60) CO TO 100
X = 1

N=N+1
PPINT*,N,DUMP,DTMF,DTDP.DTTP

100 CONTINUE
REWIND 6
CLOSE (UNIT=6)
STOP
END

Figure 32.
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INSET

d(cIUMPI IcIUMP)

de + IdUMPI

d[dTMPI V7,,s (dUMPI (dTMP)
de K2 + fclUMPI KV" + (dIMP)

d(c1TDPI ydNSIPK IdTMP) 171;;;?P IdTDP1

dt Cm "" + IciTMPJ Kr- + IdTDPI

drcITTP) RITD11

dt Kr" + [(ITDPI

Program used to generate concentrations of nucleotides as a

function of time for the coupled assay shown in figure 29A.

The steady state equations used to generate the Program are

shown in the inset. Enzymes are assumed to be uncomniexed.
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A)

MIN DUMP DTMP DTDP DTTP
1 98.77208 0.7869647 0.2072636 0. 2336933
2 97.54672 1.0806E3 0,9611804 1.011435
3 96.PZ;97 1.189823 0.4234949 2.062699
4 95.10389 1.229397 0.4467263 3.219980
5 92.68653 1.242621 0.4542993 4.415950
6 92.67193 1.245642 0.4573477 5.624885
7 91.46014 1.245240 0.4576156 6.837003
8 90.25124 1.243155 0.4570453 8.048568
9 69.04528 1.240473 0.4561444 9.258127

10 87.34229 1,237527 0.4551049 10.46510
11 36.64235 1.234443 0.4539990 11.65924
12 35.44552 1.231266 0.4528539 12.87040
13 84.25185 1.228017 0.4516792 14.06849
14 83.06142 1.224697 0.4504784 15,26344
15. 81.67426 1.221307 0.4492523 16.45510

B)

MIN DUMP DTMP DTDP DTTP

1 98.77208 1.156461 6.4990006E-02 6.4708949E-3
2 97.54672 2.177948 0.2275749 4.7755711E-a
3 96.32397 3.081729 0.4477031 0.1465888
4 95.10389 3.882450 0.6079907 0.3156618
5 93.88653 4.592612 0.9599964 0.5608609
6 92.67193 5.222960 1.221556 0.8835559

7 91.46014 5.782768 1.474887 1.282201

8 90.25124 6.280090 1.715235 1.753442

9 89.04528 6.721935 1.939934 2.292379

10 87.84229 7.114439 2.147726 2.895576
11 86.64235 7.462977 2.338297 3.556412
12 85.44552 7.772284 2.511949 4.270291

13 84.25185 8.046530 2.669361 5.032298
14 83.06142 8.289402 2.811445 5.337771

15 81.87428 8.504167 2.939229 6.682352

Table 4 A,B. The tables presentthe various nucleotide concentrations 'at

one minute intervals. Enzymes are assumed to be present at consensus levels,

A. Enzymes are assumed to be preSent at levels reported by Reddy et al.,

1977, table B.
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Figure 33. This reproduction of Figure 8 has been modified

to include dTTP and dTDP concentrations from Table 4 A.

Enzymes are assumed to be present at consensus levels rather

than at the levels used in the simulation by Reddy et al.,

shown above and in Figure 8.
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PART 4: Compartmentation of Nucleotides In Situ

Verification of 5' nucleotidase activity in T4 infected

E.coli

In light of the sedimentation and coupled activity data

presented above I decided to review the in situ evidence

for nucleotide compartmentation. The suggested functional

compartmentation of DNA precursors is based primarily on

the finding that sucrose plasmolysed T4-infected cells

incorporate dNMP's into DNA more rapidly than the

corresponding dNTP's, even though the dNTP's are the

proximal DNA precursors in vivo , as shown in Fig. 7.

Evidence also suggested that dNTP's in this in situ system

were dephosphorylated before their ultimate incorporation

into DNA (Reddy and Mathews, 1978). The authors

hypothesized that the dNTP-synthesizing enzyme complex

restricts access of dNTP's to DNA polymerase at the site of

replication and that the complex preferentially accepts

dNMP's over dNTP's and delivers the twice phosphorylated

precursors to the site of replication. However, breakdown

of dNTP's to dNMP's by a nucleotidase before gaining access

to DNA polymerase directly, rather than via complex, seemed

to me a possible alternative. Figure 34 is a profile of

dTTP nucleotidase activity from a crude extract of T4

infected cells. I chose dTTP because dTMP and dTTP were the

labeled nucleotides used by Reddy and Mathews. Subsequently

I was shown an article on the constitutive periplasmic
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Figure 34. Assay of 5' nucleotidase activity

in crude extract of T4 infected E. coli. The

reaction conditions and chromatography were

the same as for the coupled activity experiments

of Reddy et al. 1977. 5' nucleotidase removes

the terminal phosphate from any 5' nucleotide

(Neu, 1967).
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enzyme 5'nucleotidase from E.coli . My activity was found

to be equal to that quoted for an extract from an

uninfected host (Neu 1967). Therefore, no increase or

decrease in nucleotidase activity is seen upon infection

with T4. Osmotic shock, such as sucrose plasmolysis, is

used to release this and other periplasmic proteins. This

enzyme, therefore, accounts for the nucleotide

dephosphorylation seen by Reddy and Mathews.

Membrane vs enzyme complex compartmentation

Recently, another laboratory looked at incorporation of

thymine precusors into DNA in T4 infected cells. Melamede

and Wallace (1983) presented evidence that sucrose

plasmolysed cells incorporate nucleosides into DNA more

rapidly than are the phosphorylated nucleosides, Figure 35.

The rate of incorporation is inversely related to the level

of phosphorylation ( i.e., from greatest to least: TdR,

dTMP, dTTP). Suprisingly, this same general phenomenon was

also seen with intact non-plasmolysed cells. Plasmolysis

seemed to have little effect on which DNA precursor was

preferentially incorporated. These results, taken together,

indicate to me that preferential incorporation of dNMP's

over dNTP's into DNA is due to the kinetics of nucleotide

dephosphorylation. Once the nucleotide is converted to the

non-phosphorylated nucleoside it can pass through the

largely intact membrane via nucleoside active transport at

which point it becomes available to cytoplasmic enzymes
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Fig.350NA synthesis in plasmolysed and non plasmolysed wild-
type T4-infected cells. Synthesis was measured by the incorporation
of (A) 1 jiM 3H TdR, (8) 1 uM 3H thymine, 1 1,LM 3H dTMP.
or 1 uM 3H dTTP into acid precipitable material. Infected cells
were pelleted 15 min after infection at 37' C and resuspended 100
fold concentrated in either M9 medium or plasmolysis solution.
5 ul of cell suspension was diluted 6-fold into the indicated precur-
sor containing reaction mix. 5µl samples were spotted onto What-
man GFA filters, TCA precipitated and counted as described in
the Materials and Methods. Symbols: Unfilled, nonplasmolysed:
v thymine, o TdR, a dTMP, n dTTP. Filled, plasmolysed: thy-
mine, TdR. dTMP,AdTTP. Adapted from Melamede
and Wallace, 1983.
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such as nucleotide kinases and DNA polymerase.

The possibility existed that the study of DNA precursor

uptake by Melamede and Wallace was not valid for comparison

with the results of Reddy and Mathews (1978). This

objection was based on the fact that Reddy and Mathews used

83 pM of each of the DNA precursors in their reaction

mixture while the other group used 1 FM. It was thought

that a lower concentration of labeled precursor could be

more easily diluted by endogenous cellular pools. To

explore this possibility I repeated some of Melamede and

Wallaces' work using the conditions of Reddy and Mathews.

Figure 36 shows that sucrose permeabilization had little

effect on DNA precursor incorporation. This evidence

suggests that cellular membranes are relatively intact and

that little permeabilization has occured. Thus, membrane

transport of nucleosides across the membrane can account

for the preferential incorporation of distal precursors in

sucrose plasmolyzed cells, as is known to occur in normal

cells.

Lack of correlation with other permeabilization methods

In T4-infected cells made permeable to nucleotides by

treatment with toluene, dNTP's are preferentially

incorporated at a rate ten fold over that of 3 dNMP's and

one dNTP (Dicou and Cozzarelli, 1973). This type of

permeabilization maintains features of the in vivo process.

Synthesis is specific for T4 phage, requires
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deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates and Mg++, and is absent

after infection by T4 mutants unable to synthesize DNA in

vivo .

In cellophane disc gentle lysates of T4 infected cells

the four dNTP's are incorporated into DNA at a rate four

fold over that of the four dNMP's (Huang, 1983). This

system involves a gentle and complete lysis of infected

cells on the surface of semipermeable cellophane disks. The

system retains all of the known features of the T4 infected

in vivo process. The advantage of this system lies in the

ability to carry out in vitro protein complementation

experiments. This method is based on that first used by

Schaller et al (1972) to study E. coli replication. Both of

these alternative permeablization methods suggest that

dNTP's are the preferred precursors for DNA synthesis in

situ .
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IV. DISCUSSION

PART 1: Enzyme Aggregation and Rapid Sedimentation

T4 thymidylate synthase binds nucleic acid

Initially, this laboratory and, more recently, others

(Reddy and Pardee, 1980; Rao and Kisliuk, 1983) have

reported the existence of rapidly sedimenting thymidylate

synthase in crude cell extracts. They have suggested that

this is a characteristic of a functionally meaningful

aggregate of DNA precursor synthesizing enzymes. My results

show that rapid sedimentation of T4 thymidylate synthase is

not observed when either one or both of its two enzyme

cofactors are present. Evidence suggests that the enzyme

binds to ribosomal subunits due to an affinity for

single-stranded nucleic acid. This unexpected affinity,

present even in the absence of other 14 proteins, can be

explained as a consequence of the enzyme being part of the

morphological structure of the virus particle. As presented

in the introduction, evidence exists and Kozloff has

proposed that the enzyme binds the polyglutamate portion of

the folylhexaglutamate found in the phage baseplate. As

part of a morphological structure requiring increased

stability , one might expect that the T4 enzyme would have

a greater affinity for folylpolyglutamates than thymidylate

synthases from other species. The unexpected ability of the

T4 enzyme to bind single-stranded nucleic acid may be a
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manifestation of its morphological role since polyglutamate

and single-stranded nucleic acid are both linear

polyanionic structures. In accord with this idea, Maley et

al (1979) found that the T2 enzyme binds

pteroylhexaglutamate two orders of magnitude more tightly

in the absence of Mg++ than in its presence. In contrast,

the E. coli enzyme binds more tightly when Mg++ is

present. Note that both nucleic acid and polyglutamate

binding by T4 thymidylate synthase are Mg++ sensitive. As

might be predicted by this model, a pteridine ring analog

which lacks a polyglutamate tail, such as methotrexate, did

not show this differential selectivity. Using data

presented by Kisliuk (1981), Dr. Mathews put together the

data shown in Figure 37. This graph compares the

effectiveness of pteroylglutamate as an inhibitor of

various thymidylate synthases as a function of the number

of glutamate residues. The values obtained by Maley et al

(1979),mentioned previously, are superimposed for the

purpose of comparison. As can be seen, the phage enzyme and

the L. casei enzyme are clearly separated from the others.

Please note that inhibition is presented on a log scale.

Due to the similarity between the phage and L. casei

enzymes one might ask why the bacterial enzyme didn't also

bind nucleic acid. I can suggest two possible explanations.

First, all of the values reported by Kisliuk are in the

presence of Mg++. The Maleys' data show that removal of

Mg++ causes an increased affinity for the inhibitor when
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the E. coli enzyme is used. An analogous behavior by the

L. casei enzyme would greatly reduce its binding affinity

and leave the phage enzyme alone in terms of its binding

affinity under low Mg++ conditions. A second, and more

speculative, explanation is based on the pI of the phage

thymidylate synthase. All of the purified dNTP synthesizing

enzyme pI's determined to date in our laboratory fall into

a pH range of 4.5 to 5.5. Additionally, thymidylate

synthase from L. casei and E. coli also fall into this same

range. The T4 enzyme with a pI of 7.2 may be expected to

have a rather marginal solubility under physiological

conditions of pH. The enzyme partially precipitates from

solution if the purification process is performed with a

buffer pH around 7 (personal observation; personal

communication Gladys Maley). This unusual behavior may

actually be advantageous for a protein that must become

part of the phage baseplate. A low solubility would reduce

the free energy needed for the enzyme to leave the aqueous

phase and to condense on to the base plate. This

nonspecific partial reduction of the free energy of binding

is somewhat analogous (in function but not mechanism) to

the entropic binding of site specific DNA binding proteins.

However, I have not seen this suggested before as a general

mechanism in morphogenesis.

Nature of Protein-Protein Interactions

Clearly the properties of T4 thymidylate synthase
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differ from those of many other dNTP synthesizing enzymes.

Therefore, knowledge about its mechanism of aggregation

reveals little about the properties of the other dNTP

synthesizing enzymes. Ever since their observation that

RNAse and DNAse treatments had no effect on the rapid

sedimentation of dNTP synthesizing enzymes (Reddy etal

1977), the authors have suggested that protein-protein

interactions are involved in maintaining the integrity of

the putative complex. This observation at first seems to

contradict the notion that T4 thymidylate synthase binds to

ribosomes via an affinity for rRNA. However; ribosomes are

known to be resistant to RNAase treatment. Also, an RNAse

might not have access to rRNA that is protected by tightly

bound thymidylate synthase or other bound cytoplasmic

proteins.

At this point I shall review the general forces known

to stabilize noncovalent assemblies of protein subunits.

The forces known, experimentally, to destabilize rapid

sedimentation of the dNTP-synthesizing enzymes will be

compared with these protein-protein interactions. Table 5

presents a breakdown of the known types of contacts found

at the subunit interfaces of some widely divergent

proteins. A tight steric fit between subunits is suggested

by the overwhelming number of Van der Waals contacts seen.

Note that ionic forces play a rather limited role in

stabilizing these subunit interactions. An analysis of the

energy required for subunit-subunit stability suggests that
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Nature of subunit interfaces

Protein Symmetry

Regions
in

contact

Van der
Waals

contacts

x-Chymotrypsin C2 A 443
B 57

Concanavalin A. D2 'Ito A
II to B 142
ll to C 174

Hemoglobin
Oxyhemoglobin C2 201 110

alfl2 80
0412
/1#2
21131 98

Deoxyhemoglobin C2 a1/32 69
ccia2

fl1/32
Insulin D3 OP 111

OQ 99

Hydrogen Ion
bonds pairs

9 1

6

2
14 6
14

5
1

1

2

8
2 1

SOLACE: Adapted from A. Lilja.s and M. Rossman, Ann. Rev. Biochent. 43:485 (1974).

Table 5. Forces that stabilize protein-protein subunit

interactions.
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the interactions required to bring two subunits together

must be on the order of -30 to -50 kcal/mole (Cantor and

Schimmel, 1980). A further analysis shows that, although

Van der Waals forces can provide a portion of the needed

energy, the hydrophobic interaction (also due to the close

fit) is responsible for the greatest energy contribution.

Experimentally, I have shown the rapid sedimentation of

dNTP-synthesizing enzymes to be very sensitive to the

divalent cation Mg++ and moderately sensitive to the

monovalent cations Na+ and K+. These results are in

contrast to the present notion of the forces that stabilize

protein-protein interactions. An appropriate model for

comparison may be the 7 million dalton multisubunit protein

pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. The complex requires Mg++

for catalysis, as does the proposed dNTP synthetic complex.

However, unlike the proposed complex, the pyruvate

dehydrogenase complex maintains its integrity in the

presence of Mg++ or Ca++. Such integrity in the presence of

catalytically required cations seems to be an obvious and

necessary feature of protein complex subunit interactions.

Behavior of Polyelectrolyte Macromolecules

Nucleic acids and proteins are polyelectrolyte

macromolecules. Nucleic acids can be visualized as having a

uniform negative charge density, while the sign and density

of the charge can vary from one region to another on a

protein. Proteins tend to have hydrophobic interiors and
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hydrophilic surfaces. To reduce the potential magnitude of

undesirable electrostatic interactions between

macromolecules in a cell, where proteins are present at a

concentration of around 200 mg/ml, the maintenance of a

high counter ion level seems reasonable. Figure 38

illustrates typical ionic conditions found in a mammalian

cell. Almost identical conditions are found in E.coli (Lusk

et al 1968; Kao-Huang et al 1977).

Experimentally; researchers rarely use lysis buffers

containing such high quantities of salt. Upon lysis,

biological macromolecules are diluted into an environment

with far less capacity to shield one polyelectrolyte from

another. Additionally, entropically induced macromolecular

condensations become very favorable in low ionic strength

solutions. Such interactions are well documented in the

case of operon repressor proteins and for ribosome

purification. Many of the early methods of ribosome

purification employed variants of that used by Tissieres et

al (1959). This method involved lysis in dilute buffer,

containing 10 mM MgC12, followed by repeated centrifugation

in the same buffer. Even this concentration of salt didn't

remove all of the extraneous proteins such as ribonuclease.

Later techniques utilized salt 'washes' of 0.5 or 1 M

NH4C1, which resulted in the removal of extraneous proteins

without loss of ribosomal activity (Stanley et al 1966).

Nonspecific Ionic Interactions as Suggested Cause of Enzyme
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Aggregation.

Two parallels exist between the partial isolation of

the proposed dNTP-synthesizing complex and that of

ribosomes. The dNTP-synthesizing enzymes that rapidly

sediment (not all T4 dNTP-synthesizing enzymes do) have

always done so in very low salt buffers with sensitivity to

even moderate levels of salt. Additionally, this aggregate

of enzymes cosediments with ribosomal subunits. Aggregation

is seen with or without 14 infection and is quantitatively

independent of the number of DNA replication forks present

in the cell. These observations are consistent with the

idea that weak electrostatic interactions promote

association of dNTP synthesizing enzymes (and other

proteins) with the charged polyelectrolytes that make up

the ribosomal subunits.

The ionic interactions respnsible for enzyme

aggregation may not be significant under the conditions of

high ionic strength found in the cellular environment.

Alternatively, it may be argued that the high protein

concentrations found in the cell (200 mg/ml, Leninger)

would favor greater protein-protein interaction, perhaps

enough to stabilize the observed forces even in the

presence of physiological salt concentrations. However, gel

filtration studies show that of all the dNTP-synthesizing

enzymes that can aggregate only a small amount of

thymidylate synthase does at a protein concentration of

around one mg/ml (personel communication, Joe Booth and Dan
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Goldman of this laboratory). The protein concentration of

the cell extracts used in my sedimentation experiments were

around 20 mg/ml. Such a concentration was obtained by

resuspending one volume of pelleted cells with three

volumes of buffer before lysis. At this protein

concentration enzyme aggregation is sensitive to

physiological salt concentrations. Therefore, it seems

reasonable to me that at a further ten fold increase in

protein concentration, to match cellular levels, moderate

salt concentrations would still interfere in vivo with the

forces responsible for the observed aggregation in vitro .
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PART 2: Concluding Summary

Investigators both here and in Dr. Greenberg's

laboratory have been studying an aggregate containing

enzymes of deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate biosynthesis in

T4-phage infected bacteria. They suggest that it behaves as

an organized complex, efficiently channeling DNA precursors

to the replication apparatus. Dr. C. Friedman, in

Protein-Protein Interactions , defines two criteria which

must be met to prove the existence of a multi-enzyme

complex: "Kinetic measurements must be coupled with

independent measurements of protein-protein interactions by

physical methods". According to this criterion, the results

presented in this dissertation suggest that the proposed,

T4 induced, dNTP-synthesizing enzyme complex, as studied in

vitro and in situ , may have little basis in fact.

Previous publications have suggested that about 10

enzyme activities remain associated through several

fractionation steps. This multi-enzyme aggregate has been

reported to sediment through sucrose gradients at 15-20 S.

Also, individual activities are kinetically coupled in

crude preparations of this aggregate, such that in vitro it

can initiate catalysis of multistep pathways with virtually

no lag and with low accumulation of intermediates (Allen et

al. 1983).

However, work presented here shows that aggregation of

thymidylate synthase, the key enzyme of all kinetic
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coupling studies, is not observed when either of its two

enzyme cofactors, Mg++ or methylenetetrahydrofolate, is

present. Evidence suggests that the enzyme binds to

ribosomal subunits due to an affinity for single-stranded

nucleic acids under conditions of low ionic strength. This

unexpected affinity, present even in the absence of other

T4 proteins, can be explained as a consequence of the

enzyme being part of the morphological structure of the

virus particle.

Nucleoside diphosphate kinase and adenylate kinase,

two host enzymes of the proposed complex, are shown to

sediment with the exact same pattern in uninfected cells.

Thus, aggregation of these dNTP synthesizing enzymes is not

influenced qualitatively or quantitatively by the increased

number of DNA replication forks present in an infected

cell. Sedimentation values presented here are 30-50 S

irrespective of the number of enzyme activities present in

the aggregate. This aggregation is sensitive to

physiological concentrations of salt. Evidence suggests

that aggregation is due to low salt-induced binding of

cytoplasmic proteins to ribosomal subunits.

All enzyme mixtures previously assayed for kinetically

coupled activity were first dialyzed in a

magnesium-containing buffer which has been shown to

partially or totally prevent aggregation. The assay buffer

contains several times this amount of magnesium in addition

to the methylenetetrahydrofolate mentioned above.
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Experimental coupled activity can be simulated assuming

that the enzymes are uncomplexed if one uses consensus

enzyme concentrations.

Evidence of DNA precursor channeling in sucrose

plasmolyzed, T4-infected cells is shown not to be

consistent with other plasmolysis or gentle lysate systems.

The discrepancy can be resolved by the demonstration that

sucrose plasmolyzed, T4-infected cells may have relatively

intact membranes.

The material presented here has not assessed the

potential existence of a dNTP-synthesizing complex in vivo

. At this time it seems difficult; experimentally; to

rigorously explore such a concept. It is my hope that the

work presented here will help to broaden the conceptual and

experimental framework of future investigations in this

field.
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